
Current Worship Guidelines at Voyage 

 

Worship at Voyage is at 10 a.m. each Sunday.  The main (live) service is held in the gym.  

This service is being streamed into the worship center.  We plan to begin some in person 

leadership (welcome, communion, closing son) in the worship center this fall.  Both 

locations have chairs that are spread out for social distancing. 

 

We ask everyone to adhere to these safety measures:  

 

 

● For the safety of everyone around you, please wear a mask when entering, exiting and 

singing.  Masks will be provided for those who do not have one or forget to bring one. 

 

● When you enter, please use the direct entrance to the gym from the parking lot if you 

prefer to worship where the music and message will be in person.  Once the worship 

center is filled, a greeter will be directing those still coming to sit in the worship center 

(overflow).  The service will be livestreamed on the two main monitors.  Those who 

prefer to worship in the worship center may enter the main doors and proceed to find a 

seat.  Please do not walk through the Community room. 

 

● A greeter will open the door, wearing a mask while doing so.  

 

● We ask you to refrain from hugs and handshakes, even if you both are OK with it.  

Greet one another with a wave. 

 

● We ask you to practice appropriate social distancing including six feet of separation 

between you and others not in your household, both while seated for worship and while 

in the Church facility. We will set up chairs in the gym and worship center to reflect 

distancing between those of differing households.  Please enter and exit without lingering 

in the entry or other parts of the facility. 

 

● Kid’s Crew programing is occurring for children.  Children are released part-way 

through the service for a time of learning outdoors.  Please check your child in for Kid’s 

Crew when you arrive for the service.   

 

● Nursery care and staffing is not currently provided – however that space can be used by 

parents for their children. Parents must provide the care for their young child. 

 

● We have hand sanitizer (but feel free to bring your own) 

 

 

 



● Please do not use classrooms or other parts of the buildings beyond the gym, worship 

center and bathrooms.  One exception to this is that nursing moms may use the baby 

room or another classroom if needed.  If you use one of the rooms, please place the card 

that is on the door on the floor so the custodian knows that the room was used. 

 

● Drinking fountains will be marked “not in use” 

 

● Coffee is being served outdoors before and after worship. 

 

● After the service we would like everyone (including children) to make their way 

outside and space yourself out from those leaving in front of you  Any conversing (with 

proper social distancing) should occur outside. 

 

● Packaged communion elements will be placed on every seat.  Please throw away the 

wrappers after the service on your way out.  Unused packages will remain on the seat for 

the following week.  

 

● With one service, we are not doing extra cleaning during worship.  One service time 

per week allows ample time for the facilities to be cleaned between Sundays.  

 

● Offerings will be collected as usual in the drop boxes or online. 

 

 

Thank-you again for your understanding in honoring these guidelines. These safety 

measures will be reviewed and adjusted over time as needed. 

 

 

In Christ, 

 

The Voyage Navigation Team 


